We introduce Inquire, a tool designed to enable qualitative exploration of utterances in social media and large-scale texts. As opposed to keyword search, Inquire allows the effective use of sentences as queries to quickly explore millions of documents to retrieve semantically-similar sentences. We apply Inquire to LiveJournal.com (LJ) database, which contains millions of personal diaries, and we use semantic embeddings trained in LJ or Google News (GN) datasets. We present the system design through iterative evaluations with qualitative researchers. We show how queries become a part of the inductive process, enabling researchers to try multiple ideas while gaining intuition and discovering less-obvious insights. We discuss the choice of LJ as a rich source of public posts, the preference for GN embeddings which link formal language (e.g. "reminiscence triggers") with colloquial expressions (e.g. "music brings back memories"), the interplay between tool and user, and potential qualitative and social research opportunities.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the growing popularity of qualitative research in CSCW and HCI, tools designed to draw early insights from large online corpuses remain mostly unexplored. Often, the burden of accessing "excessive" amounts of text data for qualitative analysis is handled by selective sampling of texts, or simply reducing the scope of the research. When a corpus is small, such as a few dozen interviews or texts, exploration is not especially difficult to manage. However, for a large corpus-the equivalent of thousands or millions of interviews, field notes, or diaries-this task becomes difficult if not impossible without computational support.
A significant number of researchers in the CSCW and HCI communities work with textual social media data. From online dating platforms [33] to online diaries [31] , qualitative researchers in CSCW and HCI regularly access and analyze enormous quantities of texts. While dozens or even hundreds of interviews may have at once seemed large, the rise of social media and online information sharing tools now raises the potential for millions of units of qualitative analysis.
One common set of tools used in qualitative research are coding, analysis and search packages such as HyperResearch [38] , Nvivo [35] , MaxQDA [36] , and AtlasTi [37] . These tools are often used by loading texts into a database and manually reading through them, or using word-matching tools to find relevant content. The main drawback of such systems is the time required to generate relevant results. Since these tools were primarily designed for coding and manual analysis, insight mining of large texts could be prohibitively time consuming or perhaps even impossible.
Today, the sheer quantity of text data made available online often leads to a compromise between more traditional qualitative text analysis, and automated coding procedures that are often quantitative in nature. Recently, systems leveraging computational social science [5, 11] and social computing [14, 15] have shown novel ways to draw meaning from large-scale text corpuses. Most of these tools however, offer little ability for the researcher to observe and influence the computational process, or even hide the raw data by providing only summarizing terms or statistics.
In this paper, we introduce Inquire, a novel instrument designed to enable the early insight discovery process across millions of independent units of text. One of the goals of the Inquire tool is to balance the aforementioned need for manual qualitative insight generation with the ability to find potentially relevant passages in a veritable sea of text. To accomplish this, we focus on allowing the researcher to "see" the data in its original form and leverage modern Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms that facilitate the retrieval of data. With the Inquire tool, we aim to maintain the central, reflective role of the researcher in the themegeneration process, while helping them more easily explore, find, identify, and expose semantically related passages.
Semantic relevancy is defined based on algorithms that capture word correspondence such as "paris" and "france", "london" and "england", etc. [24] Semantic embeddings that maximize accuracy are 'deep learned' by training over samples of a word and its surrounding text in a very large text corpus such as Google News (GN). Algorithms such as word2vec [22] trained on GN have shown success in generating such embeddings, allowing compositionality operations such as "king" -"man" + "woman" = "queen" [23] . We take advantage of these properties to perform queries at the sentence level.
Rather than developing automated solutions, or generating abstractions of the data, we propose an exploratory process that enables the interplay between large corpuses of data and the user via the formulation of simple, yet fast and scalable queries ( Figure 1) . A query can be as simple as a generic term or word, or as complex as a sentence, or a group of sentences. In fact, answers are often used as inputs, contributing to the refinement of the research idea. Our initial prototype uses GN embeddings to perform queries on Livejournal.com (LJ). The choice of LJ and GN as the underlying datasets was carefully analyzed. On the one hand, LJ represents a dense dataset that carries ideoscincracies, it is anonymous, eclectic, unstructured, and therefore a good approximation of the blogosphere. On the other hand, GN carries information that links more formal (journalistic) writing with colloquial personal expressions. This combination proved to be relevant to the formulation of meaningful queries among researchers.
We contrast our approach with Internet Search Engines (SE) such as Google or Bing, commonly used during early exploration of a research topic. Keyword queries can be used to retrieve info from many texts, including public Internet sites such as LJ. This allows researchers to access content that the underlying algorithms, such as "PageRank", determine as relevant, based on assumptions about link popularity and term frequency scores [27] . Of critical importance, however, is the fact that less-obvious insights are not necessarily found in the top hits returned by these tools. This is not due to any flaw in typical SE tools, but rather a different priority: search algorithms prioritize finding typical and popular documents; in contrast, qualitative researchers are often looking for insightful content that may or may not be typical at all.
In summary, we focus our efforts on building an instrument, rather than a fully automated system, analog to building a "piano" rather than a "radio". Sometimes researchers are interested in consuming what was prepared to you, (e.g. music in the radio), but this is at the expense of exploring their creativity and find what works for their own purposes (e.g. playing the piano). Inquire in this case represents the "piano", leaving it to researchers to interpret and decide what is most relevant. We argue that there are at least four advantages of our system over more traditional, manual exploration, search, and theme-discovery approaches:
Economy. Our approach is very economical when compared to manual text analysis methods. Researchers can explore different topics within a large corpus in minutes through the use of a text-based interface with simple controls and filters. With little practice, this allows the researcher to retrieve relevant info and to try different query techniques.
Intuition Development. The ability to rapidly explore or exploit several ideas aids to the researcher's ability to iteratively modify queries. Such constant refinement, adds to the reflective process, which in turn supports the development of good intuition that leads to insight discovery.
Neutral Representations of Similarity and Diversity.
Manual exploration and coding of qualitative text data often requires the researcher to consider one's own biases and assumptions when analyzing texts from different respondents, sources, etc. In our approach, relevant themes are extracted based on semantic methods that are impartial to the source. Figure 1 . Example, based on a real synthetic interview, of how the interview questions evolve in response to the returned answers. The flow is somewhat analogous to semi-structured interviewing, where interviewers must modify their line of questioning on the fly to respond to answers received. The example is linear for simplicity of presentation, but the interviewer can easily follow a line of questioning and then return to an earlier query as many times as desired.
ensures that even less popular topics are often represented in many journal posts. We also felt that existing keyword-based the responses. Since some of our queries generated repetitive or redundant answers, one idea we had was to design a Scalability. In some cases, the effectiveness of our method is commensurate with the size of the corpus and the quality of the embeddings. With the current trend towards rapid progress in information retrieval scalability and accuracy of semantic embedding methods, this means that our approach will improve in usefulness along with these developments.
The paper offers a thorough description of the system's rationale and design process and how the researcher's feedback informed the feature selection. We close with a discussion of some insights that could inform the way similar tools could evolve in the future. Finally, we provide a description of some samples of future research in the fields of psychology, privacy and wellbeing.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Fundamentals of Qualitative Coding Methods
Qualitative research methods often rely on a critical epistemological assumption that the researcher must get as close as feasible to the object of study (often other humans) to learn about and understand subjective evidence based on individual views and experiences [6] . In stark contrast to most quantitative methods (e.g, experiments, surveys), qualitative researchers knowingly bring their own values to a study by admitting and actively stating these values and biases as a way to position oneself in the research [6] .
Qualitative research heavily depends on the authenticity of people's experiences more than the size of the sample [29] . Thus, the purpose of coding and analyzing rich, qualitative interviews, historical records, and observations is not to create probabilistic generalizations of a large sample to a defined population. In contrast, qualitative researchers use semi-structured interviews and other forms of qualitative data to draw out and analyze personal experiences in order to understand social phenomena in a nascent research area [29] . In doing so, qualitative researchers are able to highlight concepts, experiences, attitudes, beliefs and behaviors that (1) illustrate behaviors and attitudes that inform our understanding of the topic, and (2) help us build a stronger connection between relevant theories and experiences.
An essential part of the qualitative research process is coding the data. In qualitative inquiry, a code is, "a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data" [3, 28] . Coding is the link between data collection and explanations of meaning [4] . Coding is typically a manual, labor-intensive process where one or more researchers carefully reads, watches, or listens to all of the data in order to tag and select specific passages, instances, or utterances for similarity of meaning.
The qualitative analysis methods include coding, categorizing, and ultimately creating concepts and themes from the data [3, 28] . While codes deal with the short phrases that describe salient content within the data, themes and concepts represent the higher-level, abstract ideas that aid in the development of theory. There are numerous methods for coding, categorizing and creating themes in qualitative data-and all of them involve manual, iterative processes where the researcher is the research 'instrument' [3, 28, 29] .
Qualitative Data Analysis Tools
In [26] . Modern algorithms, such as PageRank, evaluate the importance of a document based on the number of links to other important documents and term frequency metrics [27] .
A standard goal of semi-structured interviews is to obtain non-obvious insights, responses pertinent to the original topic but not expected by the interviewer. Most such interview responses are not expected to explicitly contain words from the interviewer's questions. For this purpose, keyword search techniques can be too restrictive. Some efforts have been made to search a corpus directly by document level themes. One such example provides a flexible visualization and exploration tool [10] based on topic modeling, a technique to identify latent themes across a collection of documents [1] . As an alternative to the latent concept approach, the relatedness of texts has also been computed using explicit semantic analysis on natural concepts as defined by humans via Wikipedia [34] . An-other attempt to leverage the Wikipedia corpus for semantic annotation of content is described in [13, 21] . In the system design section we describe how we combine word embeddings to search at the sentence level ( Figure 1 ).
Building on these efforts, various models to compute short text similarity based on word-level semantic similarity were also developed [16, 20] . A recent paper also attempts to develop direct embeddings at the sentence level using long short term memory (LSTM) neural networks, called skipthought vectors [17] . We argue that the use of these technologies provides a much richer form of matching than traditional keyword-based search and even first-generation semantic search techniques such as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [9] . We bolster this argument with targeted evaluations where we show that perceived quality of the results was improved by filtering out surface matching (i.e. keyword-matching) posts from semantically matching posts.
Social Media Monitoring
In In the next two sections we describe the way how drawbacks and advantages of the preceding technologies affected the design rationale and system choices.
DESIGN MOTIVATION AND RATIONALE
Our system originates from social researchers' need to study complex topics composed of multiple schemas, like understanding life events, mindsets, emotions, nutritional behaviors, etc. Such topics are rarely well defined, fairly unstructured and require qualitative exploration. Many researchers are drawn to explore large corpora of existing data in search for information and insights to frame their research. Concretely, our early motivation came from the need to analyze stressful life-events that are associated with poor health outcomes. Our first challenge was to choose a database that would have a good balance between positive and negative life events. We picked Livejournal.com (LJ), a social media site where users maintain an anonymous personal, publicly accessible online journal or diary, with themes including diverse areas such as health, lifestyle, hobbies, and many others. Soon, we realized that parsing through LJ with traditional tools such as regular expressions or even keyword search algorithms such as PageRank was not enough to extract relevant information. Building queries that are broad enough using these constrained methods proved too complex and time consuming. This is when we decided to focus our research in adopting modern NLP techniques that enable semantic searching capabilities.
We selected word2vec [22, 24] as the main building block for our system. As described in the background section, this is a neural semantic embedding method that performs well at a variety of semantic tasks. The true power of the technique is that the resulting feature space demonstrates semantic structure. For example, vec("king") − vec("man") + vec("woman") has a greater cosine similarity to vec("queen") than to the vector of any other word in the dictionary. We can also generalize this comparison technique beyond the scope of single-words. By performing vector addition on the word vector embeddings of corresponding words and normalizing the resulting sum, we can compare the semantic proximity of complete sentences. This procedure is described in the System Components section.
We build our tool based on word2vec embeddings from Google News (GN) and apply it to LJ posts, which tend to be significantly longer than other social media sites, and therefore provide a good initial example of the challenges associated with analyzing large numbers of large texts. Within the LJ corpus there are significant tracts of text where users discuss attitudes, values and personal experiences around various topics. We argue that these tracts are similar to the diversity and breadth of responses that researchers would analyze in other large collections of text-based qualitative data, including combinations of semi-structured interviews, field notes, personal histories, and other information-rich texts on the Internet. Furthermore, LJ is a denser and deeper than commonly used datasets such as Twitter; in many ways it can be seen as an antithesis of Twitter. We estimated that social science researchers will be able to find relevant and rich data in LJ.
Early in the design process we realized the power of GN embeddings. We contrasted embeddings trained on the LC corpora and embeddings trained on GN corpora. The latter presented the best way to link between the colloquial nature of LJ users and a more formal language used by researchers. GN embeddings work as a bridge between the way researchers think about complex concepts and the way people write about them in LJ. Although we leverage the peculiarities of LJ and GN, Inquire's workflow was envisioned as a tool to be used with other corpora and other semantic embeds such as LSTM. Finally, we wanted to enable very fast searching, with the purpose of creating a fluid process of inquire without the need to self-censor or filter any questions due to time burdens.
In the next sections we provide detailed information about the system structure to hopefully motivate other researchers to replicate our system to be used with other data sets.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
We process the LJ dataset into matrices that are later used to perform fast computations allowing the generation of a cosine distance representation of semantic similarity. We introduce each of the elements of our system's workflow ( Figure 2 ) in the following subsections.
LiveJournal Corpus
For this study, we obtained a data set consisting of all public English-language LJ posts ( Figure 3 ) as of November 2012 in raw XML format. As previously mentioned, LiveJournal is a social networking service where users can keep a blog, journal, or diary. Users have their own journal pages, which show all of their most recent journal entries. Each journal entry can also be viewed on its own web page which includes comments left by other users. As of 2012, LJ in the US received about 170 million page views each month from 10 million unique visitors. Our data contains about 1 million users with a total of 64,326,865 text posts. The median sentence length is 10 words and, as expected, the distribution of sentence lengths follows a power law. Of the users that provided their date of birth, the majority were in the 17-25 age group. Users who chose to identify their location were primarily in the US (72%), with significant populations in Russia, Canada, the UK, and Australia. Additionally, users were able to indicate their binary gender; of those who did so 45% identified as male and 55% as female.
Data preprocessing
We started with a raw XML dataset which consists of more than 9 billion words in over 500 million sentences. In order to apply (NLP) algorithms, we implemented a data pipeline that allows us to extract and clean the post text in a computationally efficient form.
The first step was to tokenize the corpus using FLEX (Fast Lexical Analyzer), a scanner which maps each word in the corpus to a unique number and saves the mapping in a dictionary. For efficiency, we keep only the 994,949 most common words and discard the rest (all of which occur fewer than 41 times in the entire dataset). Care is taken to properly tokenize numbers and emoticons such as ":-)", "=<" or ">:P".
After removing non-textual content such as images, hyperlinks, and XML formatting data, a bag-of-words (BOW) representation is saved for each sentence from the posts as a column in a sparse feature matrix. The rows of this matrix correspond to the entries in the dictionary above, and the values in the matrix are the counts of each entry for each sentence. For each sentence, we also store the ID of the post it belongs to and the user who wrote it so that the original post can be found online. Finally, we keep the tokenized sentence data to display results when performing the query.
Matrix Algebra Platform
Inquire was implemented and executed in the Scala language and more concretely in the BID DATA suite of libraries [2] :
BiDMach -an optimized library for machine learning and BidMat -an optimized library for matrix computations. The system run in Linux. We used a single node with 64GB of RAM and four HD units. With this system were able to run up to 1.2% of the data in less than 1 second. Using threaded memory, we were able to run 100% of the data in 5 (five) minutes. We estimate that in order to run 100% of the data in real time (i.e. <10 seconds) we could use about 10 machines with similar characteristics to the single node. We obtained semantic information using word2vec [23, 24] , a word embedding model used in a variety of NLP applications, including analogy tasks, sentence completion, machine translation [19] , and topic modeling [8, 11] . Word embedding models map each dictionary word into a lower dimensional continuous vector representation. With word2vec, this embedding is learned automatically from a sample corpus using a recurrent neural network.
We utilize two embedding models trained on two different corpuses. First, we trained our own embedding model on the corpus of LJ posts using the skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) implementation (as opposed to CBOW) of word2vec as recommended in [23] . This model gives 300-dimensional embeddings for the 994,949 words in our dictionary. Conveniently, Mikolov et. al published a pretrained SGNS word2vec model for open source access [22] . This model was trained on a 100 billion-word GN corpus, and gives 300-dimensional embeddings for 3 million unique words. The terms from our LJ dictionary that are not included in this model are mapped to zero vectors. Common stop words (i.e. "the", "an", "who") provide little semantic information and are also mapped to zero vectors.
Query Design
Our design goal is to perform semantic searches on the dataset from individual words or full sentences. To do this, we find the similarity of sentences based on the embeddings of their individual words. Specifically, we define a sentence embedding to be the normalized mean of its constituent word vector embeddings. The query is also converted to a sentence embedding and tested on the data set using cosine similarity. Note that multi-sentence queries are also possible by treating the entire query in the same way. Word embeddings have been employed in more sophisticated approaches, which outperform the cosine similarity method when used in short text strings [16] . However, our approach has sufficient power to favor rapid retrieval from a large corpus.
Semantic querying uses word2vec embeddings trained on GN or LJ datasets. Each embedding is trained with the same master dictionary, to guarantee that each index corresponds to the same word. Let w2vMat ∈ R300 × #words be the word2vec embedding, where #words is the number of words in the master dictionary, and 300 is the chosen vector dimension. The featurized sentence data is the bag of words matrix dataMat ∈R#words × #sents, where #sents is the number of sentences considered from the LiveJournal dataset. The sentence data is converted into vectors:
where matrix dataVec is further normalized along each column, and represents the numerical matrix where we perform the querying. Querying is performed by converting the original query into a bag of words (queryWords ∈ R#words × 1), and then calculating its corresponding vector: queryVec = w2vMat * queryWords which is then normalized. The semantic relationship is determined by cosine distance, which is the dot product of queryVec with the columns magic, since they are both normalized. The following array, distMat ∈ R1 × #sents, represents the semantic score between the query vector and the sentence vectors from LiveJournal data: distMat = queryVec * dataVec While the system above gives us valuable info, some additional filters proved very helpful to refine interesting responses (Table 1 ).
Based on our interaction with the researchers we set the minimum number of words to 7. However, the user can adjust this parameter at any time. We also allow the user to filter out responses containing a specific word (or a set of words). Finally, we give users the ability to add an "importance" weighting to words in the search query. In this case, when calculating the embeddings of the query sentence, we perform a weighted mean of the individual word embeddings. Note that these weights can be positive or negative. In the latter case, responses with semantic relation to the negatively weighted word are suppressed. To understand the context of the sentences returned by the query, we also provide the user a link to the original post on the LJ site ( Figure 4 ).
Text-based Interface
Our user interface is a text-based command tool using Scala, and running on the BID Data platform [2] . To load the interface we predefine the size of data and the source of the embeddings (LJ or GN). Once loaded, we can run queries in the command line ( Figure 4 ). 
ITERATIVE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Methodology
We focused on academic researchers with experience on coding and exploring text-based data. We interviewed nine researchers, five of them were PhDs and the rest were PhD students. Four of them were women and five man. They represented a variety of fields with different research projects at various research stages ( Table 2 ). Most of them focused on a sample population that can generalize universally to humankind. Only a couple of them required particular populations for their research. We described LJ as library of anonymous "diaries" covering mostly mundane topics.
Researchers were free to choose any research topic and spent 45 minutes interacting with the tool. In order to reduce learning curve effects and to concentrate in the searching flow, the intervener executed the queries upon their command. They were introduced to different features after a few queries, on average every 5 minutes.
Early Idea Validation
We approached researchers early in the system design process to gain perspective on qualitative methods and tools. We interviewed a social worker [R1] and two ethnographers [R2, R3]. We asked their opinion on the exploration of a large-scale corpus. The social worker [R1] believed that such a tool would be beneficial to frame a "universal" perspective of people's thoughts. She believed that a fundamental need was to have "context," i.e. to be able to modify the unit of analysis from sentences to posts or journals and back. We started with a prototype using 0.1% of the data (~5M sentences representing around 12K users) running in a desktop computer with 16GB of RAM. Running queries in just a few seconds allowed researchers to make meaningful connections between queries and answers. They found themselves running multiple queries with incremental variations many times. We began interviewing a public health researcher [R4] focused on how people maintain a low-weight after dieting. He quickly found value in some of the sentences. However, he wanted access to the surrounding sentences or preferably the entire post. We found no sentences including the word "Airbnb", because our dataset cut date was November 2012. Despite this limitation she explored queries concerning issues between neighbors. We noted how the researcher moved from keyword search towards using answers as queries.
… now, this is better, but you have to make some "crazy" assumptions to get to this level.
As closing remarks, she mentioned that it was important for the user to become a "smart user". The process of creating queries helped her form new ideas around the research topic.
On the other hand, the perils and frustration of generating "good" queries should be addressed by having relevant data, if possible with a description of the broad topics available.
For the smart system vs smart user, I was just thinking along the lines of how well the system is equipped to predict what the user means (think of early Altavista vs Google today) and how that affects how easy it is for the user to get what they want…
We finalized our evaluations with a sociologist focused on online social relationships [R6]. He was well versed in search models, and he wanted to have an initial description of the system. He started with a query about "family holidays" ( Figure 5 ). He appreciated seeing many expressions similar to the query as well as others semantically close but syntactically different. He visited the user pages ( Figure 6 ), going back and forth between the sentences and full posts. He noticed that some sentences came from the same user. He felt that the tool was helping him to find "genres" of users. He was impressed to find phrases that were relevant but which did not include the keywords. While searching for "family holidays" he found results with and without the word "family". He believed that a valuable feature would be to filter query words from the results. We implemented this in the final iteration (Table 1) . We used a 64GB server to search over 1.2% of the data (~60M sentences representing ~150K users). The public health researcher [R4] tried now his query: "I lost weight and kept it off" and found some excellent case studies.
...and I think I will send this to my colleagues in the CDC, we had been looking for cases like these ones for quite some time
He suggested that we filter answers by words -similar to [R6] . He also wanted to see the surrounding sentences by default. Finally, he said that he would like to select journals he intends to work on and perform additional search on those journals alone. 2.lots of time with family , after holiday shopping , late christmas gift shopping and so on . 3.christmas vacation was spent by celebrating the holidays and visiting w friends and family . 4 .it was a time of holidays , festive cheer and spending time with close friends and family . 5.being family less for the holidays , we created our own family dinner for the holiday . 6.christmas is a religious holiday , not a fun winter occassion to exchange gifts and get together with family and friends . 7. that old traditional holiday filled with fun , food , family , and to kick off the holiday season ! 8.last of a childhood christmas the frenzy of tissue paper , broken ball ornaments , true holiday shopping with friends , and early holiday dinners . Since we perform a semantic query, we ay choose to exclude the words "family" or "holiday" from the results. In the top right panel, we exclude the word "family". Finally, we can define weighting scheme on the query words. In the bottom right panel, we increase the weight on the word "family", to obtain results that relate more to amily" than "holiday". Note that each result belongs to a full post, which we retrieve to the interviewer, e.g., the original post of the highlighted resul shown in Figure 3 . Finally, an anthropologist [R7] was not interested the tool due to its lack of demographics info. However, she believed she could use the tool at very early stages of her research. She asked if we could mine demographic data from posts.
Final Iteration: Filter Implementation
The sociologist [R6] tested his queries with new filters (Table1).
It is a really good tool to be able to find the chunks of data that I want to use in my studies and I would feel pretty comfortable in being able to use that [word2vec]
An HCI researcher [R8] studying online activism and multimedia tools for elder people found little merit in the data for online activism, perhaps for being a highly specialized topic. However, he found interesting references once he adapted his search strategy from keywords to colloquial expressions such as "please sign my petition". He found useful to move away from traditional keyword queries towards more "meaningful" expressions. He was impressed with the results for "reminiscence trigger". He quickly found expressions around songs and smells, which took him a long time to discover and validate. He believed that this tool has the potential to support research at a formative phase as well as during refinement of the hypothesis. Later we showed off-line results from 100% of the data ( Figure 7 ). He found these results compelling, but did not improved the value he gained by using 1% of the data. We closed our evaluations with a lawyer and sociologist [R9] researching access to justice. The initial results were peculiar because of the phrasing of her queries. When searching for "presence in court" many answers were about tennis courts. However, when we added the filter to eliminate the word "ball" she found many interesting quotes about the judiciary system. She believed that the tool could save money and time instead of going "door to door" at the early stages. Figure 2 . By viewing the full text in its original context, the interviewer is able to explore a response in greater depth.
and again contacted the social networks researcher and run some of his former queries but this time with filters.
He was delighted with the new results and made the remark that he believes that even at this level of fidelity he would be much more interested in using the tool. . . . it is a really good tool to be able to find the chunks of data that I want to use in my studies and I would feel pretty comfortable in being able to use that [word2vec].
Finally we showed the tool to two other researchers. The first was a human computer interface researcher/designer studying online activism and multimedia communication tools for families. He found very little merit in the data for the activism topic, likely because his particular research topics were more modern than our dataset. Even with the mi-fi model, he did find some references that he found interesting once he adapted his search strategy from keywords to more colloquial expressions (such as "please sign my petition"). At this point he made a very important remark. He found that he had to completely change his search paradigm when using the synthetic interview tool, moving away from the example based queries that are successful with traditional keyword search engine queries and towards semantically meaningful questions. I think the problem might be when you think about a search or a query tool we are way to much biased by our daily search experience, "all about keywords" but it seems to me that this, for this to work, you have to give an example.
When he started searching for the information about a previous research topic, "reminiscence trigger," the human computer interaction researcher was very happy with the results results (see figure 4 for some examples). He said that the top resul validated his past findings, from traditional research processe that songs and smells are extremely triggers of reminiscenc He believed that synthetic interviewing has potential to suppo research at a formative phase as well as during refinement the hypothesis. With more information about the populatio the synthetic interview process could even become a usef formal tool.
Finally, we closed our interviews with a law sociologist r searching access to justice. The initial search results we quite peculiar because of the formal phrasing of her querie When searching for "presence in court" many answers we about tennis courts. However when we added the filter to elim inate the word "ball" from the results the answers were muc better and she found many interesting quotes about the jud ciary system. She reiterated the point of previous researche that access to detailed demographic information is a key el ment to make the tool viable. Without that it would be ve hard to use it in publications. . I can then build the question to be tested. And then I see another time to use it when I want to make real research with people and I don't have enough money or have enough time to go to the field, it will make it easier and more applicable to make research with people.
However, the law sociologist believed that even without tho key validation elements, the tool would be very helpful durin the initial phase of the hypothesis formulation. She believe that the tool itself would be a great way to save money an time instead of going "door to door" at the early stages. Sh mentioned that for some of her projects, e.g. in the favelas Rio de Janeiro, she was not even able to go to the field as was too dangerous and she was forced to rely on seconda sources, like police or judiciary documents, to study the pr cess of pacification within the favelas. She believed that if th synthetic interview tool could be applied to a corpus of da containing posts from such areas, this tool would allow h direct contact with the people's voice. Even in more accessib areas, she believes the simple ability to search quickly throug what the people think about a topic is very compelling. I had experience in Brazil because my field was impossible, so I decided to make research where I could have access available. So I decided to make a new social system. It was impossible to have people to classify the favelas, so I went to the judicial system database for the jurisprudence so I could make a research through the point of view of the institution.
The law sociologist also expressed that she was eager to u the tool as soon as possible for her current research topic.
query: reminiscence trigger exclude sentences containing "reminiscence"
1.but , just incase someone out there s supper trigger sensitive , trigger warning . 2.today ; s prompt , talk about a memory triggered by a particular song ? 3.things trigger off memories , memories that just sends me into pure rage , like this . 4.some smells not only trigger memories , they trigger the intense feelings that went along with them too . 5.this wireless trigger is a control discreteness for camera to trigger studio flashlight synchronously . 6.its funny how much a smell or a song can trigger such vivid memories . 7.my heart still melts at the constant reminders that trigger a series of memories . 8.is there a photograph or a song , for example , that triggers nostalgic memory of a certain period of your life ?
query: it's funny how a song can trigger such powerful memories exclude sentences containing "trigger" "memories" weighted 5 times more sentences with >= 30 words 1.memories you wish you could forget , memories to remember , memories of the news , memories of the weather , memories of us , when we were together . 2.i keep having memories of her ... happy memories , sad memories , memories that fall somewhere in between . 3.that makes me sad ... choir banquet brings back memories , bad memories , good memories , and evil memories . 4.but next subject ... today was a day of memories , memories of jim hoff , memories of friends , memories of the summer . 5.thus , i have memories of remembering dreams , and sometimes memories of memories of dreams , but never memories of dreams . 6.she is the one who keeps the memories ; memories of tears running silent ; memories of threats issued harshly ; memories of pain too intense to explain ; memories of blood washed away . 7.has been a very long year , bad memories , sweet memories , frustating moments , stressed moments , happy memories , sadness , emo shit . 8.however , good memories make you think of more memories , and those memories make you think of more memories .
Example Results
query: I lost weight by trying calorie counting exclude sentences containing "calorie"
1.chris , the fat son , was trying to lose weight by dieting and exercising . 2.after dieting , exercising and trying to lose weight , i ve gained weight . 3.i have spent the past year , losing weight on a low carb diet . 4.i m back on the diet train , trying to lose some more weight . 5.speaking of weight , i ve already lost five pounds by drastically cutting carbs from my diet . 6 .some of you may remember that i was part of the study comparing atkins weight loss to weight loss on a low fat , moderate carb diet . 7.and in my latest attempt to lose weight without exercising , i m drinking diet soda . 8.the last week i ve been on a diet , trying to lose weight .
query: democracy participation
1.political participation an educated , questioning , and engaged citizenry is essential for successful democracy . 2.a democracy needs the three fundamental building blocks popular sovereignty , political equality and political liberty to be a democracy at all . 3.bahamamama : democracy : nope : its a republic not a democracy ... who knew ? 4.trend of naisbitt s book , representative democracy to participatory democracy , continues the decentralization theme of the past two chapters . 5.it goes thusly : grassroots democracy is an organization composed of democratic activists and others determined to revitalize the democratic party . 6.harding the future of democracy another section from a citizen s guide to democracy inaction . 7.in his discussion of democracy , he cautioned that a pure democracy would oppress minorities . 8.social democracy your nation s freedoms : civil rights , economy , and political . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a new tool to perform synthetic interviews on a large, colloquial text corpus. We take advantage of advances in semantic word embeddings to provide a powerful semantic search tool based on queries phrased as success. One researcher voiced that because "the corpus is LiveJournal, [most authors] post about topics such as food, love, and marriage", however there "would not be [entries] on topics like physics". This shortcoming is in the query corpus, which we can target in two ways. In addition to our lo-fi and We contrasted our final iteration with a traditional keyword searching tool, Google search with the modifier "source:livejournal.com". Figure 8 shows the results rendered by a Google using the PageRank algorithm for the same query "reminiscence trigger" used in Figures 1 and 7 .
Google did not find results for the exact match "reminiscence trigger" but did find results containing both keywords. However, when accessing the links, words were in different sentences, or in various posts. Additionally, traversing the results was quite cumbersome. Google presents only 10 results per page, and moving through sequential pages is time consuming. We then tried a sentence query -commonly used in Inquire -"It's funny how a song can trigger such powerful memories" (Figure 9 ).
Again, quotes did not help, but Google did find documents containing all the keywords. In contrast to the same query in Inquire (Figure 7 ), Google fails to capture the meaning of the query. It does identify documents that have the keywords, but they are random collections of information that add no value to the query at hand. We tried other queries represented in this paper and got very similar results across the board.
Discussion
As exposed in this paper, Inquire presents a novel perspective for early insight discovery with large-scale text. Mainly we observe a departure from using individual keywords into using phrases or expressions. This shift was celebrated by some researchers who found it a closer representation of their train of thought from a qualitative perspective. Some researchers, more inclined to use keywords, quickly understood the concept when they started reusing answers as queries.
Additionally, researchers were able to create new queues on the fly, or drill down existing ones by replacing words, applying filters or adding together different answers. This fast manipulation of the queries did not only generated better results, it improved the way researchers search. Researchers mentioned that while becoming a "smart searcher" they were also reflecting and framing their research ideas better. Bringing together qualitative researchers with powerful NLP algorithms into a single interactive tool presents itself as an excellent opportunity for research. We argue that HCI and CSCW researchers should invest into creating such instruments to leverage researchers' creativity and analysis abilities while using large corpuses of data.
Another valuable insight came from the use of embeddings that came from a dataset with different properties. By using GN's embeddings, we were able to link formal words such as "reminiscence" to colloquial expressions such as "it's funny how a song can trigger powerful memories". This helped the researcher open up to a vocabulary that reveals the way people think when writing freely. These observations led the researchers to explore queries that were a mix of keywords and colloquial expressions. On the other hand, LJ embeddings were observed to work better once the researcher tried to use only "colloquial" expressions. In general, the choice of GN or LJ generated different answers. We are in the process of developing new algorithms such as LSTM [17] to train on the LJ dataset. In LSTM syntactic order matters. We show a glimpse of this approach in the future work section.
Merging answers into a query is a way to perform a humanguided "clustering" algorithm, which reduces a large universe of data into a specific set of relevant answers. This clustering ability was welcomed by researchers who used less-obvious answers as queries. For example, by looking at similar answers, the researcher studying family relationships proposed the existence of "genres" of intra-family behaviors. The ability to expand the level of abstraction from a sentence to a webpage gave access to contextual info which sometimes was as, or even more, interesting than the actual answer itself. The researcher studying nutrition found users that were exhaustively recording their calorie counts. He found such cases worth studying in more detail. We are currently exploring ways of expanding the way we use and present contextual data back to the user.
Finally, the ability to mine through data that was written at free-will reduces biases compared to more curated content. By observing free expressions of self-documentation, selfinquiry or introspection, researchers can discover ideas that may not appear in more traditional methods which suffer from different degrees of interviewer biases. This of course, can lead to proposing new theories or lines of research.
In the future work section, we describe some efforts already in place, where we are using the LJ dataset to discover mindsets (i.e. thoughts that represent a simplification of reality) about topics such as food, privacy and exercise.
Limitations
This system is limited to the data and meta data provided by the underlying corpus. In the case of LJ we have limited demographics data. It is possible to detect the country of the user, but no Socio-Economic data is available. Furthermore, our dataset has a cut of date that precludes the research of newer topics such Airbnb. This can be overcome by using fresh data, which we are in the process of obtaining. However, we argue that this system could still form general concepts to guide research focused in particular populations.
Another limitation is the lack of knowledge of the underlying topics present in the data. Clustering, topic modeling or other techniques would improve the possibility for researchers to determine beforehand if the underlying dataset would be conducive to valid results. This was evident on the researcher looking for Airbnb could have determined that the LJ dataset was not the right one. Undoubtedly, there is value in topic modeling of a dataset, however there is also a risk of creating a selection bias that would make the researcher either limit the use of the tool or chose specific datasets for different research topics. We argue that a dataset like LJ carries a broad mix of mundane topics with various degrees of depth.
FUTURE WORK
We are currently supporting social science projects while we develop a UI for the tool. We want to test novel embeddings, scrapping new data, performing real time search and visualizing data. Beyond exploration, we also want to experiment with generation of content. We describe each of these future system improvements below.
Additional Semantic Technologies.
Word2vec is a fast and moderately effective semantic embedding scheme. But it ignores word order and phrase structure. State-of-the-art methods use recurrent neural nets (RNNs) such as LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [17] . New algorithms model local and global sentence structure, and can be used to model paragraph and document-level structure. We tried an initial implementation of LSTM on the corpus using an existing sentence as query ( Figure 10 ).
As shown, there is a lot of similarity in the structure of the sentences. This may be useful in some analysis where syntactic content matters. For example, mining for "mindsets", which tend to have a concrete syntactic shape: "[N] is [A]". It remains a research challenge to determine what are the best types of embeddings to be used for different research challenges.
Larger-Scale Live Matching.
Semantic matching is expensive at the full scale of Livejournal. With 500 million sentences and 300-dimensional embedding, one needs 600 GB of "hot" data in memory to do model matching. That requires either custom hardware or a cluster of machines. Both techniques require modern parallel computing technique to be effective. Another option is to generate some efficient search method incorporating some knowledge about the embeddings. We can use Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [7] to leverage a fast index to retrieve nearby sentences.
Topic Modeling and Labeling
We plan to apply different topic modeling algorithms to characterize the LJ dataset or others. Additionally, we plan to use novel topic modeling systems such as Empath [11] to label or categorize answers on the fly. We started testing this feature by labeling sentences related to food mindsets. We observed up to 74% accuracy in single dimension binary labeling (healthy versus unhealthy food). However, in two dimensions (health/unhealthy x indulgent/depriving) we observed only a high accuracy rate of about 93% for true negatives (sentences classified as "other") but a low 18% accuracy for true positives.
Synthetic Text Generation.
One powerful affordance of the LSTM design is the generation of text as well as query matching. That is, one can produce fully synthetic user output in response to a query. This synthetic text could be used for brainstorming, or as high quality input for translations. While one loses the ability to explore a user's post in context, one gains diversity and representativeness of the synthetic posts (via controls on the variety of their synthesis) and higher levels of privacy protection relative to retrieving true posts. The quality and utility of these posts is very much an open question. 
UI and Visualization
We are exploring UI designs as well as ways to visualize jointly raw data, semantic similarity scores, and contextual information. One potential use will be to visualize topics dominating the data set and how the query results fall in different meta categories. We also want to visualize the position where data fall on the long-tail of data to inform the user what piece of data they are observing and analyzing. We acknowledge that adding a thorough UI and visualization could enhance the benefits and uses of Inquire
Applied Research
We expect to work more with social science and qualitative researchers that are using it to "mine" for complex constructs. One of them is mining for "mindsets", which are high level thought simplifications of reality. So far researchers have found value by observing the many ways people think about food, and are starting to formulate new theories around food mindsets. Inquire is therefore already enhancing the insight discovery phase in actual qualitative research projects.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced Inquire, a new tool for qualitative insight mining applied to a large-scale, colloquial text corpus. We take advantage of advances in semantic word embeddings to provide a versatile search tool based on researchers performing many fast queries phrased as sentences. Features for modifying and augmenting the search results were designed with the feedback of several qualitative researchers. Their responses highlight the tool's potential advantages in inductive thinking, and insight mining based on large datasets. Inquire enables powerful interaction between machine and user with the aim to make the researcher the ultimate driver of knowledge, instead of trying to automate and simplify data.
Inquire bridges the divide between formal research questions and a large collection of informal anecdotes. As stated by a researcher, this tool is unlike others in that it is "not all about keywords". Instead, the researcher states that he "can also profit from Inquire by simply thinking of examples of expressions to search on". Compared to traditional keyword searching, Inquire helps explore results whose connection to the original query are initially not obvious to the researcher and which ultimately lead to valuable insights about a topic.
